Mr. Mark Wallace, Attache for Agricultural Affairs and Dr. Vijay Intodia, Agricultural Specialist from US Embassy, New Delhi, visited SRS of ICAR-NDRI, Bengaluru on 26th July 2017. Dr. K.P. Ramesha, Head of the station welcomed the guests and briefed them about the institute’s origin, achievements and ongoing research, teaching and extension activities of the station. Further, the guests were taken around various sections viz, Livestock Research Centre, Dairy Production Section, Dairy Engineering Section, Dairy Technology Section & Experimental Dairy, Dairy Chemistry & Bacteriology Section and Dairy Extension Section. During their visit to various sections, the on-going research activities of the section and laboratory facilities were briefed to them by the concerned In-charges of the Section. Later, Mr. Mark Wallace and Dr. Vijay Intodia had interacted with all the scientists of the station. Mr. Mark Wallace expressed that his visit to the campus is very fruitful and they are immensely benefitted by interacting with the scientists on various issues of dairying in India.